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CITRUS WEED SPOTLIGHT

Virginia Pepperwood – Lepidium virginicum

By Stephen H. Futch

LEAVES: alternate, long, narrow, smooth, biennial plants with rosette or deeply cut blades; stem leaves deeply cut on lower stem grading to smooth margins on upper stem; lower leaves wither as plant matures

STEMS: green, smooth, branching; erect to ascending; non-branched to having numerous branches

FLOWERS: in spike-like arrangement at end of stem and branches

FRUITS: round, flat, winged, capsule-like seed pod on long stalk, notch at tip; peppery-tasting fruit used to flavor salads

SEEDS: two per pod; small, slightly wider toward tip

LIFE CYCLE: winter annual or biennial

HEIGHT: 1 to 2 feet tall

PROPAGATED BY: seeds

WHAT’S SHAKIN’

It’s time to register for the International Symposium on Mechanical Harvesting & Handling Systems of Fruits and Nuts slated for April 2-4 at the Citrus Research and Education Center in Lake Alfred.

Speakers are committed from all over the world. There will be keynote presentations on “Mechanical Harvesting Transformations in Worldwide Olives” with speakers from Australia and Spain, along with “Consumer Acceptance of Mechanically vs. Hand-Harvested Table Olives in California.” This is a great opportunity for Florida citrus growers to learn the latest about worldwide mechanical harvesting.

Topics to be covered are “Worldwide Orchard Designs for the Future of Mechanical Harvesting,” “Abscission Aids,” “Robotic Harvesting and Grading from Japan,” and “Collaborative Efforts for Harvester Development and Commercialization in the United States.”

The current program and registration are at http://citrusmh.ifas.ufl.edu. There’s a $50 discount for early registration and space is limited.

Frostproof Growers Supply

Now Featuring Tree-T-Pees

• Use 90% less water, fuel, and fertilizer
• Reduce pump times from 8 hrs to 1 hr
• Reduce watering from 8 Gal to 0.65 Gal
• Focuses water and fertilizer at tree base
• Cold protection, raises temps 10 + deg
• Increased growth rates of up to 30%
• Promotes deep roots, rapid canopy dev.
• Saves 1000s of Gal. water / fuel per year

• Tree Wraps
• Deer Nets
• Budding Tape
• Hand Tools
• Picking Bags
• Flagging Tape
• Safety Supplies
• PH & TDS Testers
• Shade Cloth
• Bug Lenses
• Field Boxes
• Tensiometers
• Ground Cover & Staples

LEAVES:
alternate, long, narrow,
smooth, biennial plants with rosette or
deeply cut blades; stem leaves deeply
cut on lower stem grading to smooth
margins on upper stem; lower leaves
wither as plant matures

STEMS:
green, smooth, branching;
erect to ascending; non-branched to
having numerous branches

FLOWERS:
in spike-like arrange-
ment at end of stem and branches

FRUITS:
round, flat, winged,
capsule-like seed pod on long stalk,
notch at tip; peppery-tasting fruit used
to flavor salads

SEEDS:
two per pod; small,
slightly wider toward tip

LIFE CYCLE:
winter annual or
biennial

HEIGHT:
1 to 2 feet tall

PROPAGATED BY:
seeds

Call 1-800-635-3621 or shop online at frostproof.com

Want more out of your
Psyllid Control Program?

GET IT with the ALL NEW LV-10
low volume sprayer/nutritional applicator

• More Nozzles X More Droplets = Better Coverage
• Belt-Drive
• Heavy duty Stainless Steel Pump – handles virtually any tank mix
• Multi-Directional, Adjustable Nozzles
• Folding boom for easy handling
• 3 to 12 GPA
• Powered by Honda

Rob Arnold • 352-267-2595
pioneeragequipment@gmail.com
www.pioneeragequipment.com
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